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Everything casual users need to know to get the most out of their new Windows 7 PCs, software, and the Internet
 

 

	The best-selling beginner's guide, now completely updated for Windows 7 and today's most popular Internet tools - including Facebook, craigslist, Twitter, and Wikipedia   
	Easy step-by-step instructions cover setting up a new PC, getting online, working with digital media, using productivity tools, and much more   
	By the world's #1 author of beginning technology books, Michael Miller 
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Gender and Digital Culture: Between Irreconcilability and the DatalogicalRoutledge, 2018

	
		Gender and Digital Culture offers a unique contribution to the theoretical and methodological understandings of digital technology as inherently gendered and classed. The silences within, through and from the systems we experience every day, create inequalities that are deeply affective and constitute very real forms of...
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Boardroom Secrets: Corporate Governance for Quality of LifePalgrave Macmillan, 2009

	
		
			Trust is the foundation of development both in relations among
		
			humans, as well as in relations between institutions such as the firm
		
			and its stakeholders. As the world continues to get smaller, the
		
			mutual interdependence of the corporations and their stakeholders
		
			grows larger. To achieve...
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Contemporary Optical Image Processing with MATLABElsevier Limited, 2001

	This book serves two purposes: first to introduce readers to the concepts of geometrical optics, physical optics and techniques of optical imaging and image processing, and secondly to provide them with experience in modeling the theory and applications using the commonly used software tool MATLAB®. A comprehensively revised...
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Communication, Interpreting and Language in Wartime: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives (Palgrave Studies in Languages at War)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This edited book provides a multi-disciplinary approach to the topics of translation and cross-cultural communication in times of war and conflict. It examines the historical and contemporary experiences of interpreters in war and in war crimes trials, as well as considering policy issues in communication difficulties in war-related...
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Quantitative Assessment of Securitisation Deals (SpringerBriefs in Finance)Springer, 2012

	Securitisation deals have come to the fore during recent years owing to the

	challenges involved in their assessment and their role in the recent credit crises.

	These deals are created by the pooling of assets and the tranching of liabilities. The

	latter is backed by collateral pools. Tranching makes it possible to create liabilities...
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PgMP Program Management Professional All-in-One Exam GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Complete coverage of all the material on the PgMP certification exam

Get full coverage of all the material included on the PgMP Program Management Professional exam inside this comprehensive resource. Written by industry expert, trainer, and project management consultant Joseph Phillips, this definitive exam guide covers...
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